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SCIENCE CORE
1C01 STA ; Basic Statistics

Max. Weightage : 30

lnstruction: tJse of calcutators and Statisticattabtes are permitted.

PART_ A

Answer any 10 questions. (Weightage 1)

1. Distinguish between population and sample.

2. What is meant by systematic random sampling ?

3. What are the desirable properties of a good average ?

4. Define coefficient of variation.

5. State the formula for Karl Pearson's coefficient of skewness.

6. What is meant by kurlosis of a distribution ?

7. What do you mean by quartiles ?

B. Distinguish between positive and negative correlation.

9. What is a regression line ?

10. Define Paasche's index number.

1 1 . What are the components of a time series ? (10x1=10)

P.T.O.
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PAFIT * B

Answer any 6 questions (Weightage 2)

12. Distinguish between primary and secondary data. what precautions are necessary

before making use of secondary data ?

i3. Explain the method of selecting a stratified random sample' What are the

advantages of this method ?

14. The arithmetic mean and standard deviation of a series of 10 items \ivere calculated

as 20 and 5 respectively. Butwhile calculating them an item '13',was misread as

30'. Find the correct mean and correct standard deviation'

15. Thefirstfourmomentsof adistributionaboutthevalue50f avariable are2,2A,

40 and so. ontain the mean, second, third and fourth order central moments'

16. ln a frequency distribution the coefficient of skewness based on quartiles is 0'6'

It the sum of in" upp", and lower quartiles is 100 and the median is 38, find the

values of the quartiles.

17. Fit a straight line to the following data'

X: 1 3 4 5 7

Y: 2 4 B 12 14

18. Calculate Spearman's rank correlation for the following data'

RanksinX: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 10

RanksinY: 3 4 1 2 5 8 I 10 7 6

1g. The two regression lines are given byx + 2y - 510. 1nd 
2x + 3y- 8 = 0'

Determine the means of X anoV. lf variance of X is 12 determine variance of Y

and the correlation coefficient'

20. From the following data calculate Fisher's index number for the year 2010'

cornmodity Base year 2000 current year 2010

Price QuantitY Price QuantitY

A85246
853204
c3121014 (6x2=12)
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PABT - C

Answer any Zquestions (WeightaEe 4)

21. Prices of a particular commodity in five months at two regions are as follows'

Region A : Rs. 18 12 10 2A 15

Region B : Rs. 2A 22 19 22 23

Comparetheconsistencyofpricesinthetworegions'

22'Whytherearetworegressionlines?Fromthefollowingdata,obtainthetwo
regression equations.tstimate the value of Y when y= 12-

X: 2 3 7 I 10

Y: 10 I 11 I 12

23. Exprain various tests that an idear index number should satisfy. Examine whether

ihese tests are satisfied by Fisher's ideal index number'

24. Below are given the figures or production (in thousand quintars) of a sugar factory.

Year:1995199619971998199920002001
Production : 77 88 94 85 91 98 90

Fit a straight line trend by the least square method and tabulate the trend values'
{2x4=8)


